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1. DETAIIED EXAMINATION AND ANALYSIS OP THE DIRECTQFUOENERAL« S PROPOSED 

PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOR 1^57. Item 6 of the Agenda 

(Official Records No. 66 and Documents EEL7/AP/iP/l to 22) (continued 

from the seventh meeting) 

Estimated costs of projects Implemented in 1955 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider document EB17/AF/Wp/7 Add.l,1 

on estimated costs of projects implemented in 1955. 

» 

There were no comments. 

Poliomyelitis • 

The Committee proceeded to consider document EB17/АР/ЛР/l8, on poliomyelitis. 

Professor PESONEN said the document was extremely Interesting and correctly 

emphasized that WHO should concentrate on the preventive aspect of the problem. 

It was also correct to try and determine the nature and extent of the problem in 

various countries, but particular attention should be given to the collection of 

sound information concerning the immunity status of the population to the disease. 

It was also a matter for satisfaction that WHO should be undertaking serological 

surveys, and he was glad to inform the Committee that a survey of that nature was 

in progress in his own country. In that connexion much progress could be achieved 

through the granting of fellowships in virology. 

Particular attention should be given to the difficult problem of respiratory 

paralytic cases, which could not live outside their respiratory apparatus, and were 

thus a permanent liability to their country. It might be possible for WHO to 

promote work for the improvement of respiratory apparatus to help those difficult cases. 

Finally, he would welcome further information concerning new laboratory methods. 

1

 Reproduced as Appendix 14 to Off» Reo. Wld Hlth Org. 
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The CHüIRMAN said the Secretariat deserved great praise for preparing 

the working paper on polioïïçrelitis and asked Dr Al-Wahbi, Chairman of the 

Executive Board, whether it would be possible to consider that paper during 

the forthcoming session of the Board. 

Dr AL-¥AHBI replied that he would certainly bring document EB17/AF/W/18 

to the attention of the Board. 

Dr BOIDE asked whether WHO could plan the teaching of methods of laboratoiy 

control of vaccines against poliomyelitis. There were serious difficulties 

preventing the effective use of vaccination in most countries, largely due to 

lack of technical knowledge and of trained personnel. The Organization might 

therefore play an extremely useful part in co-ordinating the work undertaken 

in various countries to increase the possibilities of laboratory control of 

vaccines. . 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL considered the question raised by Dr Boidé to be 

most important and said the Organization had already taken it into consideration. 

Particular attention was being given to the méthode of preparing and testing 

vaccines, and when sufficient information became available an atteint would 

be made to lay down a list of minimum requirements and to establish the 

necessary standard preparations. Moreover, fellowships should be granted 

for the study of that important problem. 
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ûr BOIDÉ, referring to the point raised by Professor Pesonen, agreed 

that the treatment of respiratory polionjyelitis cases was a very serious 

matter and pointed out that the Organization, particularly the Regional Office 

for Europe, had already begun to run courses to instruct medical practitioners 

and other personnel in the treatment of the disease. 

Publications Programme: Distribution and Sale 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that document EB17/AF/WP/19 Add.l contained 

charts
1

 supplementing document EB17/AF/WP/19. 

Professor PESONEN said that the reports of expert committees should be 

as concise as possible. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that the question of expert committee reports was 

ori the Board's agenda for the present session and could give rise to a more 

detailed discussion. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL agreed with the Chairiaan and hoped that the Board 

would devote particular attention to the question of publications, on the 

basis of the information vhich the Secretariat could provide concerning changes 

in the position since the Board had reviewed it in 1952. Considerable 

experience had been gained since that tirrtê  and it was to be hoped that the 

Board would give the question full consideration. 

Dr BOIDE wished to ençhasize the importance of the Epidemiological and 

Vital Statistics Report and of the Weekly Epidemiological Record. The speed 

1 Published as charts в, 9, 10 and 11 in Off, Rec# Wld Hlth Org. 69 
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with "Which they provided information was of particular value in the present age, 

when epidemics might quickly spread on account of easy communications, 

Dr AL-WAHBI said ha vould bring the Director-General
1

s remarks concerning 

the publications programme to the attention of the Executive Board and hoped 

that it might be possible for the Board to review the matter in the following 

year» 

The CHAIRMKN pointed out that 680 addresses had been removed from the free 

mailing lists as a result of the Director-General
t

 s systematic attempts to 

rationalize free distribution. It should also be noted that further checks 

of free mailing lists would be carried out periodically • 
'-л 

Vaccine studies 

Dr ANWAR said the working paper prepared by the Secretariat on vaccine 

studies (document Ш11/КР/Ш/20) was veiy clear and was of special interest to 

his country, particuJarl^" with regard to the question of dried, smallpox vaccine • 

Though much progress had been made with the help of that vaccine in Indonesia, 

certain areas "were not yet sufficiently stable from a political and social 

point of view for a regular vaccination service to operate. The authorities 

in that country were, however, convinced, of the effectiveness of the vaccine 

and were particularly interested to obtain information from WHO concerning its 

value in other parts of the world. 

Dr BOIDE expressed his complete agreement with tho introduction to 

document EB17/AF/WP/2Û. It was ossential that thorough tests should be carried 
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out in order to eliminate the risk of accidents through vaccination。 As regards 

the typhoid vaccine, however^ it was not quito accurate to state that no properly 

controlled trials had ever been carried out in maru Such trials had been made 

in the French Array as early as 1910 and (taring the 1914-18 war. The very high 

incidence of mortality due to typhoid in 1915 had been successfully checked by 

mass vaccination. A recurrence of similar disease some months later had shown 

that it was necessary to add para-t^hold В to the vaccine。 After* a series of 

mass vaccinations with the new vaccine, the disease had virtually disappeared. 

As regards the field trials carried out in Yugoslavia, he would point out 

that, in France, the vaccine treated with ether had been proved superior to 

either the heat-killed phenol vaccine or the alcoliol-killed vaccine。 Finally, 

the efficiency of vaccines varied as a result of changes in the organisms used. 

For that reason an epidemic had recently broken out in a community which had 

already been vaccinated^ because the vaccine used had lost its efficacy。 

The CHAIRMAN thanked Dr Boidé for his most interesting statement, to which he 

was certain the Director-General would give careful consideration， He hoped that the 

working paper on vaccine studies would be examined by the Executive Board and also 

that it might eventually be given a wider circulation
e
 It was particularly interesting 

to note in that document that tests on one of the dried smallpox vaccines had proved 

it to be a hundred per cent- effective after an exposure of eight months at 45°C. 

Expenditure charts 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the charts in documents EB17/AP/WP/17
1

 and 

2 ' EB17/AP/Wp/21» The former gave the increase in budgetary expenditure in 

1 Unpublished 
2 

Published as chart 7 in Off。Rec。Wld Hlth Org
e
 69̂  
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absolute terms, while the latter provided the same information in t«rms of 

percentages. There obviously were many ways of providing the same type of 

information in graphic form, but in his opinion the chart in document EB17/APyWp/l7 

was probably the easiest for the general reader to understand., 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL agreed with the Chairman that the chart showing 

expenditure in absolute terms might be easier to understand for a general reader, 

but pointed out that the percentage chart in document EB17/AF/Wp/21 gave a better 

picture of the trend which had occurred in budgetary expenditure. It would also 

be possible to give the same information on trends in a chart drawn on logarithmic 

paper. 

Dr ANWAR considered, that the chart in document EB17/AP/rfP/21 was preferable 

to that in document EB17/AP/tfP/l7, because the former gave a better picture of 

the increase in field projects as opposed to services. A study of that chart 

by government officials would show clearly that administrative costs were declining 

in relation to the cost of operations in the field. It would therefore be of 

interest in any study related to the efficiency of the Organization. 

Dr BOJIíé considered the tables previously presented to be satisfactory and 

in some ways easier to read than the charts. Although the charts might be useful, 

they should not be substituted for the tables. 
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The DIRECTOR—GENERAL remarked that it was not proposed to do away with the tables 

but merely to select the most suitable chart to illustrate them. 

The CHAIRMAN said there was no reason why both charts should not be published, 

Dr AL-WAHBI felt that it would be confusing to publish both charts together. 

Decisions The Committee decided that only the chart in document 
EB17/AP/WP/21 should be published. 

Examination of costing of selected projects 

The (Ш1ШШ recalled that Dr Anwar and 

Committee should make a detailed examination 

certain projects selected for that purpose.
1 

Dr Vargas-Méndez had proposed that the 

of the costing procedures involved in 

The Secretariat had been able to provide 

the information in a remarkably short time and should be congratulated on the speed 

with which it had done so. He asked the Assistant Director-General, Department of 

Administrât!on and Finance, to give the Committee sorae explanations concerning the 

2 
forms provided for the examination of the Committee* 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Adrainistration and Finance, 

in expressing appreciation, on behalf of the Secretariat, of the Chairman
1

s remarks, 

said the Committee might be interested to know that the detailed information 

submitted for its examination was available for every project mentioned in 

Official Records No» 66. The Secretariat, therefore, had only had to reproduce 

that information. The detailed costing forms now under consideration by the 

1

 See p. 145 
2 

Reproduced in Appendix 10 to Off, Rec. Wld Hlth Org, 69 
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Committee were part of the method used by the Secretariat for preparing b a d ^ t a r y 

. . . . . ； 

estiHiatea. Information concerning individual projects was submitted on those forme 

to the Director-General by each region concerned. The costing forms were then 

carefully scrutinized by the Budget Section and revised if necessary. 

Иг VARGASRENDEZ asked if government contributions to & project were not 

also included on the form since that information ehould be recorded. If such was 

not the case, he would like to know whether the information was recorded elsevhere 

or whether negotiations concerning those contributions took place after the . 

preparation of the forms, 

Mr SIEGEL pointed out that a space vas provided at the bottom of the form 

for "Estimated government contribution". No figure was given under that heading 

in the first form which dealt vith the project "East Africa 6", because it was 

an inter-country project, but the second form, concerning the project "Ecuador 

"‘-V 
l6", showed the estimated government contribution. 

M r RENLUND, Director, Division of Budget and Finance, proceeded to give the 

Committee a detailed explanation of the data shown on the selected project forme» 

He suggested that the form (WHO 28) should be examined in conjunction with document 

•EB17/AF/VP/8.
1 

Dealing first with the form for project "East Africa 6" (Bilharziasis 

Control), he pointed out that the form contained not only the descriptive title 

of the project, tout alao the "major eub-heading" under which it fell - the latter 

enabling the project to be classified along with others in the budget summaries, 

J 

Reproduced as Appendix 5 to Off. Ree. Wld Hlth Org, 69 
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He drew attention to the practice (reflected on the form) of attributing a 

number to each post in order to permit of reference by Personnel and Budget Sections. 

The salaries shown were the base steps for the relevant grades, the "staff 

insurance" item being 1 per cent, of the figure in each case. Other cost figures 

shown had been based on the averages, which were computed as explained in Official 

Records No
#
 66, page XX and document EB17/AP/rfP/8. For instance, in the case of 

the medical officer, P4, the average of $1500 in respect of recruitment and 

repatriation (document EB17/AF/WP/8, xinder
 n

Project Staff
11

 ) was shown on the project 

costing form as $600 installation allowance and $900 under recruitment and repatria-

tion. The project service allowance - a figure of $807 - had been calculated for 

11 months only because the first month was covered by the installation allowance. ‘ 

The dependants
1

 allowance had also been worked out in accordance with the averages, 

while the duty travel allowance represented the travel per diem for the post, in 

accordance with the daily subsistence rate applicable to the country, and was based 

in that particular case on 100 days
1

 travel. The form included a space for the 

cost of supplies and equipment, which was worked out in accordance with the needs 

of each particular project, on the basis of experience. , 

The CHAIRMAN thanked Mr Renlund for his explanations and asked whether there 

was not another form (28) giving details of supplies and equipment, 

Mr P0ESSEL, adviser to Dr Boidé, referred to Official Records No. 6l, page 54, 

paragraph 16.1.9-2, where it was stated that at the time when the budget was prepared 

the estimated amount of the governmert-
1

 s contribution towards the project had not been 

received. He asked how government contributions were fixed and by whom they were 

determined, and secondly, how they were shown in the annual budget volume. 
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Mr SIEGEL，replying first of all to tlie Chair man J s question, said that 

supplementary form 28 did not give details of equipment or supplies, but details 

of duty travel» As regards the points raised by Mr Foessel he said that government 

contributions were thosè included in the plan of operations and worked out for each 

project^ so that detailed provision was made both by WHO and by governments for the 

implementation of projects
#
 The amounts provided by governments were estimated in 

dollars in order to be included in the budget document under a ooxm
t
rx denominator• 

The details on which the system was based could be found in resolution WHA4.60. 

As regards the manner in which government contributions were shown in budget 

estimates， the Committee would recall that they were given at the bottom of the-list 

of projects for ©very country， and placed between brackets in order not to be inoluded 

in the WHO budget total» Figures were not always available at the time the budget 

document was prepared；, but .were submitted to the World Health Assembly after they 

were received by the Director-General„ 

Mr FOESSEL thanked Mr Siegel for his explanation» He assumed that the 

government contribution was based on the arrangements made and the details planned 

in respeot of each individual project；, and was therefor© rather a sum automatically 

determined than an estimate, 

Mr SIEGEL said that for purposes of the budget Tolume the government contribution 

was oonsid'ered' as an estimate in the same sense as other figures in that volume. 
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The CHAIRMAN asked whether it was necessary to reach ед agreement with each 

country participating in an inter-country project* 

Mr KENLUND replied that a separate agreement with each country concerning its 

contribution was necessary in the case of certain inter-country projects, though 

not in others. 

The CHAIRMAN asked whether the governments would make any contributions towards 

duty travel in the East Afria inter-country project under consideration. 

Mr EENIDND replied that they would not. 

Dr VARGAS-MEJDEZ asked why the four assistants who were to take part in the 

project under consideration had not been shown on the form WHO 28. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the four assistants were not shown on the 

because their salaries would eventually be included in the bxmp sum that would 

appear as government contribution. It was not possible to lay down a general rule 

about the participation of governments in th© financing of inter一country projects, 

because the extent cf euoh participation was liable to vary. 

Dr BOIDÉ asked which East African countries were concerned with the project 

Under examination, 

Dr CAMBOUBNAC, Regional Director for Africa, said the project under examinât!oa 

had been requested by the East Africa High Commission. The administrative 

functions of that body extended over Kenya
f
 Uganda and Tanganyika. 
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Dr BOIDE asked how the government portion cf the costs would be divided among 

the three territories concerned^ 

Dr CAMBOURNAC replied that the responsibility for all decisions concerning the 

cost to each government and the areas of ©aoh country where work would be carried 

on rested with the East Africa High Commission* The project was of immediate 

concern for the sooio-eoonomio development of the countries• 

The CHAIRMAN, .invited Mr Renlund to introduce the next project for consideration, • ‘ 

Ecuador l6• He did not think that such a detailed explanation would be necessary 

as for the project just discussed. 

Mr RENIAIND noted that Ecuador lé was a continuing project in 1957, but was 

only to begin in 1956， The salary for the post of nurse educator to be filled 

in 1956 was therefore estimated at Step 工 of the Grade for that year and Step II 

for 1957； while the salary for the other post, to be filled only in 1957^ was 

estimated at Step. I» Recruitment costs and installation allowance were shown as 

items 3 and 10. As it was again a new project^ averages had been applied. He 

had already explained the. provision for project service allowance in connexion 

with project East Africa 6
#
 With regard to heme leave, a provision of ！/750 was 

made in 1957 for the post that was to be filled in 1956, project staff being 

entitled to home leave every year if they did not have their dependents with them. 
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The provision for duty travel was the dollar equivalent of the local daily 

subsistence rate ($10) multiplied by the number of days on which the nurse educators 

were expected to travel within the country- In the present case the provision 

also included an allowance to cover travel for purposes of consultation to the zone 

office at Lima, 

At the ri^it-hand side of the form were details of fellowship provisions, 

including the field of study, the number of fellowships, the fund, and the estimated 

cost, which was based on experience and depended on the length of the fellowship, 

the area from which the fellow came and the area where studies were to be carried on. 

Finally, the form included an estimate received from the Government of its 

contribution to the project in each year. 

Mr SIEQEL drew attention to document EB17/AP/Wp/12j
 1

 which showed the 

deductions applied to the estimates for delays in the implementation of new 

projects. On page XXI of the Notes on the Presentation of the Programme and 

Budget (Official Records No. 66) it was explained that the deductions were cal-

culated on thç basis of delays averaging three months. It would be noted that 

for the project under consideration all costs had been estimated on a full-year 

basis, since it was not practicable to apply the deduction to each individual 

project; it was applied to the total for each region. Incidentally, it should 

be noted that the deduction applied only %o certain cost elements, others remaining 

unaffected by delays in the commencement of the project. 

1

 Reproduced as Appençlix 9 to Off, Rec, Wld Hlth Org. 69 
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With regard to the question of estimated goverilraent contributions
;
 which had 

been raised several times in the Committee, he drew attention to resolution WHA5.59 

(reproduced on page 224 of the Handbook o^ Resolutions and Deoiaions
 f
 third edition)

 p 

and in particular to the footnote indicating the items to be taken into consideration 

in calculating the government's expenditure, 

Dr AL"¥AHBI eisked whether the averages shown in document ЕВ17/АРДгр/8 applied 

to all projects in all countries, or whether a special oalouiation was made for 

©aoh case. 

Mr SIEGEL replied that the averages shown were used on a world-wide basis; 

if they were applied on a smaller basis they would not be true averages
 é
 The working 

paper showed the results of those deductions by regions
# 

It should be noted that averages were used only where no exact data were 

available. Where th孕 figure shown in the colurraa for a particular year in the 

Proposed Programme and Budget Estimateô was different from the figure in the column 

for the same year in the estimates for the previous year, the reason was that more 

information had been obtained, making possible a more aoourate estimate
# 

In reply to a question by Dr ANWAR
?
 he explained that it would not be feasible 

to calculate separate averages for each region; staff for a project in a particular 

region might come from anywhere in the world* Moreover
;
 if deductions for delays 

in the implementation of projects and the Replacement of personnel were oaloulated 

on a regional basis
;
 the resulting averages would not be applicable to an integrated 

budget
t
 . 
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The CHAIRM/Ш invited Mr R^nlund to introduce.the next project for examination. 

Mr KENLUKD noted that the symposium on public health aspects of chronic 

diseases in the European Region was an inter-country project. Its estimated 

duration was three months. For such short-term activities no details were given 

of the estimates for individual posts, as they applied only to full-time staff„ 

He noted that the provision made included salary and travel for tençorary staff^ 

fees and travel for short-term consultants^ supplies and equipment
;
 and travel for 

32 participants and 5 discussion leaders. The estimates for travel were based on 

the average cost of travel from various parts of Europe to a central point
# 

Dr ANWAR asked on what basis the short-term consultants í fees were estimated^ 

since the posts were not graded, 

Mr SIEGEL said that the averages used for estiiaating the cost of ©it^loying 

consultants of different levels were shown on page XX of Official Records No, 66. 

In the present case a oertain level of consultant had been assumed and the 

appropriate averages applied. 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that at the seventh meeting a question had been raised 

regarding the distribution of reporta of conferences. He presumed that in the 

present caae the ^660 provided for supplies and equipment would not be enough to 

cover the cost of printing the report of tho synçosium
# 
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Mr KENLUND replied that in the case of the present project no provision was 

mad© for the production of the report. All but、)l60 of the provision for supplies 

was for interpretation equipments 、 

Dr BEGG, Regional Director for Europe, added that the sum of 矽l60 was intended 

for reprints and other relevant literature required during the meetings 

In the European Region it had been found that reports of aotivities such as 

the synçosium under consideration fell into two categories^ Either they were 

suitable for inclusion in WHO^s publioatioœprograrame, in whioh case their production 

was financed under that programme
;
 or they were reproduced and distributed by the 

Regional Office• In the latter case, it sometimes happened that the production 

of the report did not fall in the same year as th© conference, which was why the 

Committee would have noticed, in examining the programme and budget for Europe, a 

continuing general provision for reproduction of reports in the budget for each year• 

Dr Alr-vyAHBI said that Dr Begg's statement illustrated the point he himself had 

made at the seventh meeting* If a report was reproduced the ye^r after a conference 

was held, it was distributed too late to be of assistance to the public health 

services concerned^ That was why he had suggested that mimeographed reports should 

be circulated to governments immediately after conferences
# 

Dr BEGG explained that he had been referring only to the financing of the 

production of reports
#
 If a conference was held lat© in the year, it was often 

inçossible to produce the report before the end of the financial year, and the 
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work therefore had to be financed from the budget for the following year. That 
t 

was the reason for the continuing provision to which he had referred. In practice 

mimeographed reports had been produced within a few weeks of the end of a conference 

but the time interval depended on the amount of editorial and other work to be done 

on the report. 

In reply to a question from Dr AMWAE he said that no provision was made for 

the local expenses of tho synç>osium
;
 since in Europe such expenses were normally 

borne by the host government
d 

Dr АЬ-ШНВ工 wondered whether in budgeting for conferences the Director-General 

could not make a slightly largor provision for the reproduction of reports. It 

might make it possible to produce them earlier. 
« ‘ . 

The CHAIRMAN said that, if he rightly understood Dr Beggí s explanation^ the 

obstacles, if any, to rapid production of reports were not financial
# 

• ‘. 

The DIEECTOR-GSNEEAL said that he would certainly keep Dr Al-Wahbi ' s comments 

in mind. The matter would require some consideration, as arrangements could not 

be the same for all oasesj for exançle, not all regional budgets included the global 

provisions referred to by Dr Begg
#
 Many reports of conferences

}
 of course； were 

• * 

reproduced and distributed by Headquarters• However
}
 a problem did exist

;
 though 

not a very serious one, and hô would certainly look into it. 

Dr VAJRGAS-MANDEZ asked whether the total provision of。15 000 for tho 

syirçosiiim took account of the possible participation of Members at present inactive
; 

and if not how the necessary funda would be obtained. 
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Dr BEGG recalled that in the Committee
1

s review of the proposed programme for 

the European Eegion he had indicated that the supplementary item of $250 000 was 

1 

built up of three eLements. The second of the three elements was to provide for 

the participation of inactive Members in projects already planned, and the symposium 

was a case of that type• 
4 • 

The CHAIRMAN invited Mr Eenlund to introduce tha fourth project submitted for 

the Committee^ cons ide rat ion • 

t 

Mr EENLUND said that the Third Asian Malaria Conference fell under the heading 

"Begion Undesignated", because more than one region would be taking part. Its 

estimated duration vas about two weeks
;
 as vas shown on the costing form. As in 

the case of the European symposium, and for the same reason， no detailed estimates 

were shown for individual posts • The cost items shown covered the travel of 

temporary staff，consultants
1

 fees and travel
;
 an amount of supplies and equipment 

estimted from experience of conferences of the same type’ and the attendance of 

25 participants from South-East Asia and the Western Pacific. 

He added that every year Headquarters sent to all the regional offices detailed 

instructions on hov to fill out the project costing forms• The previous year the 

Standing Committee had examined the instructions sent to the regions in connexion 

vith the programme and budget estimates for 1956, and they had been reproduced in 

Appendix 8 to its Eeport (Official Records No• 6l)• 

In reply to a question Ъу the СНА1ШШ，the DIRECTOE-GENERAL said that the 

sum of $2200 for supplies and equipment did not include provision for publishing 

1

 See p* 84 
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the report of the^-ThiriJlslan Malaria Conference. The Committee-vould have noted 

that the report of the Second Asian Malaria-Ccmfarence-had not yet been published； 

its consideration was included in the agenda of the forthcoming session of the； 

Executive Board (item 2.9) . It was intended that the reports of conferences should 

be included in the Organization's normal programme of publications； according to 

the type of material that was produced. As a general rule, reports vould of course 

Ъе mimeographed and distributed to all Members cpncerned as soon as possible after 

the conference• 

Dr ANWAB^ returning to the point made earlier by Dr Al-Wahbi^ remarked that it 

was very important that the report of the Malaria Conferences should Ъе distributed 

as quickly as possible^ since the situation vith regard to malaria changed so 

rapidly. The Second Asian Malaria Conference had been held in 195^/ it seemed 

that the publication of its report vas only now about to come up for consideration. 

In reply to à question by the CHAIRMAN，the DIRECTOB-GENERAL said that it was 

not necessary for all reports intended for publication to be reviewed Ъу the Board. 

The report in question^ however, that of th© Second Asian Malaria Conference^ 

contained many recommendations which he had 

Board. The report had already in 195^ been 

governments of the regions concerned. 

regard to distribution in mimeographed form. 

felt needed to be considered by the 

sent in mimeographed form to the 

of selection always arose. With 

how«lVer
;
 vhat Dr AÎ-Wahbi had requested 

as he had promised，look further into vas already done in many cases and he vould
; 

the matter, including the cost. 

With regard to publication the problem 
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Dr AL-WAHBI thought that Dr Anvar had mad© a very important point. In the 

question of malaria€radication that was preoccupying many countries the time factor 

was of the utmost importance； and he would therefore repeat his request to the 

Director-General that the results of all the many conferences on the subject 

already held or planned should be distributed in the cheÇLp^st^ but also the 

quickest way. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that it vould still Ъе necessary for the Director-General 

to study the question^ for the recommendations included in a report might be 

contrary to those endorsed Ъу the Health Assembly
;
 while the solution of 

dissociating WHO from the recommendations vould not be satisfactory• 

He considered that the discussion had been eXtrenely fruitful. It had begun 

as an examination of the Organization^ costing procedures
;
 but had lad to a very 

useful discussión of the whole range of VffiO's project operations. 

• • • 、.. • . 

2. PROCEDURE FC® THE CONSIDERATION OF THE 195了 EROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMAOSS 
AT THE NINTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY ：' Item 10 of thô Agenda "(Document EB17/3) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and 

Finance, noted that document EB17/3 contained tvo draft resolutions vhich it was 

suggested that the Executive Board should recommend to the Health Assembly. The 
• ' • « 

effect of the first was that the Health Assembly should continue to conduct its 

business through two main committees. The second dealt with the terms of reference 

of those committees, vith particular emphasis on the manner of dealing with the 

Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates. 
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It would be remembered that, as a result of resolution WHA7»38 of the Health 

Assembly, the Executive Board at its fifteenth session had made certain recommendations 

to the Eighth World Health Assembly, among them that it should instruct its Committee 

on Programme and Budget to set up a working party to consider the Proposed Programme 

and Budget Estimates. The Eighth World Health Assembly had decided that a working 

party was unnecessary, and had adopted only those recommendations of the Board which 

concerned the terms of reference of the main committees, The terms of reference 

which it was suggested that the Board should recommend to the Ninth World Health 

Assembly were the same as those approved by the Eighth World 

The CHAIRMAN said that, as the Director-General did not 

working party should again be recommended, he presvunably did 

supplementary budget and the possible return of the inactive 

stitute any special problem. 

Mr SIEGEL replied that it was thought that the terms of 

committees at the Eighth World Health Assembly would be adequate for any situation 

likely to arise at the Ninth» 

Mr CALDERWOOD, adviser to Dr Brady, noted that the Committee had referred a 

number of points to the Board, and wondered whether it should make any recommenda-

tion until those points had been discussed. One of those points was the budget 

ceiling. If the Board took a decision that necessitated a re-examination of the 

whole programme, for which the Board might not have time itself, it might perhaps be 

useful for the Committee on Programme and Budget or the Health Assembly itself to 

set up a working party. There was also the question of the provision of services 

Health Assembly. 

suggest that a 

not expëct that the 

Members would con-

reference of；the main 
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for the inactive Members out of the sum set aside for that purpose Ъу the Director-

General
 #
 That； too, might veil need to be considered Ъу a working party. 

Of course, it vas for the Health Assembly alone to decide vhether it wished to 

set up a working party, but after considering the two items he had mentioned, the 

Executive Board might veil find itself in a position where it vould vish to make 

a recommendation to that effect• 

Dr AL-WAHBI thought that the question was one for the Health Assembly alone 

to decide• A suggestion that a working party should Ъе set up had been made to 

the Assembly the previous year and rejected, and the Committee had been informed 

by the representative of the Director-Qoneral that the terms of reference adopted 

Ъу the last Health Assembly were considered adequate for any situation which might 

arise at the next. 

He did not consider that there vas any evidence that the Health Assembly 

vas not satisfied with the vork of the Standing Committee, or that the inclusion 

of the Standing Committee
1

s report in that of the Executive Board did not provide 

the Health Assembly vith all the guidance it needed on the Proposed Programme and 

Budget Estimates• • . 

The DXRECTOB-GEHERAL recalled that in setting up the Standing Committee^ the 

Seventh World Health Assembly had made it clear that its reason for doing so was 

that in its view the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates had not in the past 

been examined carefully enough in the Begional Committees or the Executive Board. 
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The possibilities mentioned by Mr Calderwood vould not represent any new 

situation. The Coimnittee on Programme and Budget of the Health Assembly had reduced 

the proposed budget celling in the past. What had been nev had Ъвеп the suggestion 

that the Committee on Programme and Budget should set up a working party, and that 

had been rejected at the Eighth World Health Assembly. 

If the Committee felt that it had not adequately performed the task for which 

it had been created^ there vas still time• He and the Secretariat vere at its 

disposal for any further examinations it thought necessary. But for the present 

Committee to suggest to the Assembly that it might need a working party was, he 

vae sure, questioning the thoroughness of the Committee's own reviev. 

The meeting rose at 1 2 P « m , 
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1. DETAIIED EXAMINATION AWD ANALISIS OF THE DIRECTOR-GErlEEAL'S PROPOSED 
PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMâTES FOR 1957. Item 6 of the Agenda . 
(Official Records No.66 and documents EB17/AF/WP/1 to 22) (continued) 

Estimated costs of projects irrplemented in 1955 

The СНАШМ/Ш invited the Committee to consider document EB17/AF/WP/7 Add.l^ 

on estimated costs of projects implemented in 1955. 

There were no coinments. 

Poliomyelitis 

The Committee proceeded to consider document ЕВ17/AF/WP/18, on poliomyelitis• 

Professor PESONEN said the document was extremely interesting and. correctly 

emphasized that WHO should concentrate on the preventive aspect of the problem. 

It was also correct to try and determine the nature and. extent of the problem in 

various countries, but particular attention should be given to the collection of 

sound information concerning the immunity status of the population to the disease. 

It was also a matter for satisfaction that WHO should be undertaking serological 

surveys, and he was glad to inform the Committee that a survey of that nature was 

in progress in his own сountiy• In that connexion much progress could be achieved 

through the granting of fellowships in virology. 

Particular attention should be given to the difficult problem of respiratory 

paralytic cases, "which could not live outside their respiratory apparatus
д
 and were 

thus a permanent liability to their с ountiy. It might be possible for WHO to 

promote work for the improvement of respiratory apparatus to help those difficult cases• 

Finally, he would welcome further information concerning new laboratory methods. 
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The CHAIRMAN said the Secretariat deserved great praise for preparing 

the working paper on polionyelitis and asked Dr Al-Wahbi, Chairman of the 

Executive Board， whether it would be possible to consider that paper during 

the forthcoming session of the Board. 

Dr AIr¥AHB工 replied that he -would, certainly bring document EB17/AF/WP/18 

to the attention of the Board. 

Dr BOIDE asked "whether Ш0 could plan the teaching of methods of laboratory 

control of vaccines against polionyelitis. There were serious difficulties 

preventing the effective use of vaccination in most countries, largely due to 

lack of technical kno-wledge and of trained personnel. The Organization might 

therefore play an extremely useful part in co-ordinating the work undertaken 

in various countries to increase the possibilities of laboratory control of 

vaccines• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL considered the question raised by Dr Boidé to be 

most important and said the Organization had already taken it into consideration. 

Particular attention -was being given to the methods of preparing and testing 

vaccines, and when sufficient information became available an atteint vould 

be made to lay down a list of minimum requirements and to establish the 

necessaiy standard preparations. Moreover, fellowships should be granted 

for the study of that important problem. 
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Dr BOIDE^ referring to the point raised by Professor Pesonen, agreed 

that the treatment of respiratory polion^elitis cases "Was a veiy serious 

matter and pointed out that the Organization, particularly the Regional Office 

forEurope, had already begun to run courses to instruct medical practitioners 

and other personnel in the treatment of the disease• 

Publications Programme: Distribution and Sale 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that document EB17/AF/WP/19 Add.l contained 

charts supplementing document ЕВ17/AF/WP/19• 

Professor PESONEN said, that the reports of èxpert committees should be 

as concise as possible, 

The CHAIRMAN observed that the question of expert committee reports was 

on the Board
1

s agenda for the present session and could give rise to a more 

detailed discussion. 

V 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL agreed with the Chairman and hoped that the Board 

would devote particular attention to the question of publications, on the 

basis of the information -which the Secretariat could provide concerning changes 

in the position since the Board had reviewed it in 1952
#
 Considerable 

experience had been gained since that time， and it was to be hoped that the 

Board would give the question full consideration. 

Dr BOIDE wished to emphasize the inmortalice of the Epidemiological and 

Vital Statistics Report and of the Weekly Epidemiological Record. The speed 
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•with which they provided information was of particular value in the present age, 

•when epidemics might quickly spread on account of easy communications• 

Dr AL-WâHBI said he would bring the Director-General
1

 s remarks concerning 

the publications programme to the attention of the Executive Board and hoped 

that it might be possible for the Board to review the matter in the following 

year. 

The CHAIRMA.N pointed out that 680 addresses had been removed from the free 

mailing lists as a result of the Director-General
1

s systematic attempts to 

rationalize free distribution. It should also be noted that further checks 

of free mailing lists would be carried out periodically» 

Vac с ine studies 

Dr ANWAR said the working paper prepared by the Secretariat on vaccine 

studies (document ЕВ17/AF/WP/20) was very clear and vas of special interest to 

his country^ particularly -with regard to the question of dried smallpox vaccine. 

Though much progress had been made with the help of that vaccine in Indonesia, 

certain areas were not yet sufficiently stable from a political and social 

point of vie"W for a regular vaccination service to operate. The authorities 

in that country were, hcmever, convinced of the effectiveness of the vaccine 

and. "were particularly interested to obtain information from Ш0 concerning its 

value in other parts of the world, 

Dr BOIDE expressed his complete agreement with the introduction to 

document EB17/AF/WP/20, It was ossential that thorough tests should be carried 
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out in order to eliminate the risk of accidents through vaccination. As regards 

the typhoid vaccine, however, it was not quite accurate to state that rio properly 

controlled, trials had ever been carried out in шаги Such trials had been made 

in the French Arny as early as 1910- and during the 1914-18 war. The very high 

incidence of mortality due to typhoid in 1915 had been successfully checked by 

mass vaccination. A recurrence of similar disease some months later had shown 

that it was necessary to add para-typhoid В to the vaccine• After a series of 

mass vaccinations with the ne-w vaccine^ the disease had virtually disappeared• 

As regards the field trials carried out in Yugoslavia^ he would point out 

that, in France, the vaccine treated 似ith ether had been proved superior to 

either the heat-killed phenol vaccine or the alcohol-killed vaccine. Finally, 

the efficiency of vaccines varied as a result of changes in the organisms used. 

For that reason an epidemic had recently broken out in a community which had 

already been vaccinated, because the vaccine used had lost its efficacy. 

The CHAIRMAN thanked Dr Boidé for his most interesting statement, to which 

he was certain the Director-Gofteral would give careful consideration. He hoped 

that the working paper on vaccine studies would be examined by the Executive 

Board and also that it might e v e n t u a l l y be given a wider circulation. It was 

particularly interesting to note in that document that tests on one of the dried 

smallpox vaccines had proved to be 100 per cent, effective after an e^osure of 

eight months at 45°C. 

Expenditure charts 

The CHAIRMN drew attention to the charts in documents EB17/AF/WP/17 and 

EB17/AF/WP/21. The former gave the increase in budgetary expenditure in 
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absoluto terms^ while the latter provided the same information in terms of 

percentages. There obviously were many ways of providing the same type of 

information in graphic form, but in his opinion the chart in document EB17/AF/WP/17 

was probably the easiest for the general reader to understand. 

The DIRECTOR-ŒNERAL agreed vith the Chairman that the chart showing 

e^enditure in absolute terms might bo easier to understand for a general reader, 

but pointed out that the percentage chart in document EB17/AF/WP/21 gave a better 

picture of the trend which had occurred in budgetaiy expenditure. It would 

also be possible to give the same information on trends in a chart drawn on 

logarithmic paper, 

Dr ANWAR considered that the chart in document EB17/AF/WP/21 was preferable 

to that in document Epi7/^F/WP/17,, because the former gave a better picture of 

the increase in field projects as opposed to services. д study of that chart 

by government officials would show clearly that administrative costs were 

declining in relation to the cost of operations in the field. It would 

therefore be of interest in any study related to the efficiency of the Organization. 

Dr BOIDE considered the tables in Official Records No. 66， pages 10 and 

11， on budgetary expenditure to be satisfactory and in some ways easier to 

read than the charts. Although the charts might be useful，they should not 

be substituted for the tables. 
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The DIRECTOR-GENERAL remarked that it was not proposed to do away with the tables, 

but merely to select the most suitable chart to illustrate them. 

The CHAIRMAN said there was no reason why both charts should not be published. 

Dr AL-WAHBI felt that it would be confusing to publish both charts together. 

Decision: The Committee decided that only the chart in document 
EB17/AF/WP/21 should be published. 

Examination of costing of selected projects 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that Dr Anwar and Dr Vargas—Méndez had proposed that the 

Committee should make a detailed examination of the costing procedures involved in 

certain projects selected for that purpose. The Secretariat had been able to provide 

the information in a remarkably short time and should be congratulated on the speed 

with which it had done so. He asked Mr Siegel to give the Committee some explanations 

concerning the forms provided for the examination of the Committee• 

Mi SIEGEL in expressing appreciation on behalf of the Secretariat, of the 

Chairman's remarks
y
 said the Committee might be interested to know that the detailed 

information submitted for its examination vas available for every project mentioned 

in Official Records No, 66• The Secretariat, therefore, only had had to reproduce 

that information. The detailed costing forms now under consideration by the 
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Committee were part of the method used by the Secretariat for preparing budgetary 

estimates• Information concerning individual projects was submitted on those forms 

to the Director-General by each Region concerned. The costing forme were then 

carefully scrutinized by the Budget Section and revised if necessary. 

Hr VARGA S-MENDEZ asked if government contributions to a project were not 

also included on the form since that information should be recorded. If such was 

not the case, he would like to know whether the information was recorded elsewhere 

or whether negotiations concerning those contributions took place after the 

preparation of the forms. 

Mr SIEGEL pointed out that a space was provided at the bottom of the form 

for "Estimated government contribution"• No figure was given under that heading 

in the first form which dealt vith the project "East Africa 6"， because it was 

an inter-country project, but the second form, concerning the project "Ecuador 

l6", shoved the estimated government contribution. 

Mr RENLUWD, Director, Division of Budget and Finance, proceeded to give the 

Committee a detailed explanation of the data shown on the selected project forms. 

He suggested that the form (WHO•28) áhould be examined in conjunction vith document 

EB17/AFAÍP/8». 

Dealing first with the form for project "East Africa 6" (Bilharziasis 

Control), he pointed out that the form contained not only the descriptive title 

of the project, but also the "major sub-heading
11

 under which it fell - the latter 

enabling the project to be classified along with others in the budget summaries. 
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He drew attention to the practice (reflected on the form) of attributing a 

number to each post in order to permit of reference by Personnel and Budget Sections, 

The salaries shown were the base steps for the relevant grades, the "staff 

insurance" item being 1 per cent, of the figure in each case. Other cost figures 

shown had been based on the averages, which were computed as explained in Official 

Records No. 66， page XX and document EBI7/AF/WP/8, For instance， in the case of 

the medical officer, the average of $1,500 in respect of recruitment and 

repatriation (document ЕБ17/АгДгр/8) page k) was shown on the project costing form 

as $600 installation allowance and $900 under recruitment and repatriation. The 

project service allowance - a figure of $807 - had been calculated for eleven 

months only because the first month was covered by the installation allowance. 

The dependents
!

 allowance had also been worked out in accordance with the averages, 

while the duty travel allowance represented the travel per diem for the post, in 

accordance with the daily subsistence rate applicable to the country, and was baaed 

in that particular case on 100 days' travel. The form included a space for the 

cost of supplies and equipment, which was worked out in accordance with the needs 

of each particular project, on the basis of experience. 

The CHAIRMAN thanked Mr Renlund for his explanations and asked whether there 

was not another form (28A) giving details of supplies and equipment, 

Mr FOESSEL, adviser to Dr Boidé, referred to Official Records No. 6l, page 

paragraph 1 6 . Щ where it was stated that at the time when the budget was prepared 

the estimated amount of the governments contribution towards the project had not been 

received. He asked how government contributions were fixed and by whom they were 

determined, and secondly^ how they were shown in the annual budget volume. 
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Mr SIEGEL, replying first of all to the Chairman* s question, said that 

supplementary form 28A did not give details of equipment or supplies
 y
 but details 

of duty travel• As regards the points raised by Mr Foessel he said that government 

contributions were those included in the plan of operations and worked out for each 

project, so that detailed provision was made both by WHO and by governments for the 

implementation of projects» The amounts provided by governments were estimated in 

dollars in order to be included in the budget document under a oommon denominator
% 

The details on which the system was based oould be found in resolution WHA4
#
60

? 

As regards the manner in which government contributions were shown in budget 

estimates
;
 the Committee would recall that they were given at the bottom of the list 

of projeots for every country^ and placed between brackets in order not to be included 

in the WHO budget total» Figures were not always available at the time the budget 

document was prepared^ but were submitted to the World Health Assembly after they 

were received by the Director-General
t 

Mr PCE8SEL thanked Mr Siegel for his explanation. He assumed that the 

government contribution was based on the arrangements made and the details planned 

in respect of each individual project, and was therefore rather a sum automatically-

determined than an estimate» 

Mr SIEGEL said that for purposes of the budget volume the government contribution 

was considered as an estimate in the same sense as other figures in that volume
t 
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The CHA.IRMAN asked whether it was necessary to reach eXi agreement with each 

country participating in an inter-country project* 

Mr KENIUND replied that a separate agreement with each country concerning its 

contribution was necessary in the case of certain inter—country projects
д
 though 

not in others. 

The CHAIRMAN asked whether the governments would make any contributions towards 

duty travel in th© East Afria inter-country project under consideration» 

Mr REN LUND replied that they would not, 

Dr VARGAS -MENDEZ asked why the four assistants, who were to take part in the 

project under consideration^ had not been shown on the form WHO 28» 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the four assistants were not shown on the form； 

because their salaries would eventually be included in the lump sum that would 

appear as government oontribution
0
 It was not possible to lay down a general rule 

about the participation cf governments in the financing of inter-country projects, 

because the extent of such participation was liable to vary, ， 

Dr BOIDÉ asked which East African countries were concerned with the project 

under examination, 

Dr CAMBOURNAC
y
 Regional Director for Africa, said the project under examination 

had been requested by the East African High Commission» The administrative 

functions of that body extended over Kenya
?
 Uganda and Tanganyika. 
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Dr BOIDE asked how the government portion of the costs would be divided among 

the three territories concerned^ 

Dr CAMBOURNAC replied that the responsibility for all decisions concerning the 

cost to each government and the areas of each country where work would be carried 

on rested with the East Africa High Commission. The project was of immediate 

concern for the socio-eoonomio development of the countries
 t 

The CHAIRMAN invited Mr Renlund to introduce the next project for consideration, 

Ecuador l6• He did not think that such a detailed explanation would be necessary 

as for the project just discussed. 

Mr RENLUND noted that Ecuador l6 was a continuing project in 1957, but was 

only to begin in 1956， The salary for the post of nurse educator to be filled 

in 1956 was therefor© estimated at Step I of the Grade for that year and Step II 

for I957у while the salary for the other post, to be filled only in 1957, was 

estimated at Step I, Recruitment costs and installation allowance were shown as 

items 3 and 10. As it was again a new project^ averages had been applied» He 

had already explained the provision for project service allowance in connexion 

with project East Africa é
#
 With regard to home leave, a provision of 钵750 was 

made in 1957 for the post that was to be filled in 1956, project staff being 

entitled to home leave every year if they did not have their dependents with them. 
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The provision for duty travel was the dollar equivalent of the local daily 

subsistence rate (¥10) multiplied by the number of days on which the nurse educators 

were expected to travel within the coixntry, In the present case the provision 

also included an allowance to cover travel for purposes of consultation to the zone 

office at Lima, 

At the right-hand side of the form were details of fellowship provisions, 

including the field of study, the number of fellowships, the fund, and the estimated 

cost, which was based on experience and depended on the length of the fellowship, 

the area from which the fellow came and the area where studies were to be carried on
# 

Pinally
>
 the form included an estimate received from the Government of its 

contribution to the project in each year* 

Mr SIEGEL recalled that in a previous discussion he had drawn attention to 

document EB17/AF/Wp/l2
;
 which showed the deductions applied to the estimates for 

delays in the implementation of new projects
#
 On page XXI of the Notes on the 

Presentation of the Programme and Budget (Official Records No* 66) it was explained 

that the deductions were calculated on the basis of delays averaging three months• 

It would be noted that for the project under consideration all costs had been 

estimated on a full-year basis
д
 since it was not practicable to apply the deduction 

to each individual project; it was applied to the total for each region, 

Incidentally, it should be noted that the deduction applied only to certain cost 

elements, others remaining unaffected by delays in the commencement of the project. 
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With regard to the question of estimated government contributions^ which had 

been raised several times in the Committee, he drew attention to resolution WHA5„59 

(reproduced on page 224 of the Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions， third edition)
; 

and in particular to the footnote indicating the items to be taken into consideration 

in calculating the government ï s expenditure, 

Dr AL"WAHBI asked whether the averages shown in document EB17/aF/Vp/8 applied 

tc all projects in all countries, or whether a special oalcúlation was made for 

each case, 

Mr SIEGEL replied that the averages shown were used on a world-wide basis; 

if they were applied on a smaller basis they would not b© true averages
 ê
 The working 

paper showed the results of those deductions by regions
л 

It should be noted that averages were used only where no exact data were 

available. Where the figure shown in the column for a particular year in the 

Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates was different from the figure in the column 

for the same year in the estimates for the previous year, the reason was that more 

information had been obtained
;
 making possible a more accurate estimate

4 

In reply to a question by Dr Anwar
;
 he explained that it would not be feasible 

to calculate separate averages for each region; staff for a project in a particular 

region might come from anywhere in the world* Moreover, if deductions for delays 

in the inç)lementation of projects and the replacement of personnel were oaloulated 

on a regional basis> the resulting averages would not be applicable to an integrated 

budget. 
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The CHAIRMAN invited Mr Renlund to introduce the next project for examination,,, 

Mr RENLUND noted that the syirçosium on public health aspects of chronic 

diseases in the European Region was an inter—country project. Its estimated 

duration was three months, For such short-term activities no details were given 

of the estimates for individual posts, as they applied only to full-time staff. 

He noted that the provision made included salary and travel for tençorary staff, 

fees and travel for short-term consultants, supplies and equipment
;
 and travel for 

32 participants and 5 discussion leaders
0
 The estimates for travel were based on 

the average cost of travel from various parts of Europe to a central pointy 

Dr ANWAR asked on what basis the short-term consultants í fees' were estimated, 

since the posts were not graded• 

Mr SIEGEL said that the averages used for estimating the cost of employing 

consultants of different levels were shewn on page XX of Official Records No
e
 66. 

In the present case a certain level of consultant had been assumed and the 

appropriate averages applied. 

The CHAIRMAN recalled that at the seventh meeting a question had been raised 

regarding the distribution of reports of conferencesHe presumed that in the 

present case the 1̂ 660 provided for supplies and equipment would not be enough to 

cover the cost of printing the report of the syir̂ osium办 
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Mr KENLUND replied that in the case of the present project no provision was 

made for the production of the report• All but ^l60 of the provision for supplies 

was for interpretation equipments 

Dr BEGG, Regional Director for Europe, added that the sum of >̂l60 was intended 

for reprints and other relevant literature required during the meeting鬢 

In the European Region it had been found that reports of activities such as 

the synçosium under consideration fell into two categories
#
 Either they were 

suitable for inclusion in WHOts publicationsprogrагате, in which case their production 

was financed under that programme ̂  or they were reproduced and distributed by the 

Regional Office, In the latter cas©^ it sometimes happened that the production 

of the report did not fall in the same year as the conference, which was why the 

Committee would have noticed in examining the programme and budget for Europe, a 

continuing general provision for reproduction of reports in the budget for each year. 

Dr AIr«v¿AHBI said that Dr Begg，s statement illustrated the point he himself had 

made at the seventh meeting. If a report was reproduced the year after a conference 

was held, it was distributed too late to be of assistance to the public health 

services concerned• That was why he had suggested that mimeographed reports should 

be circulated to governments immediately after conferences
# 

Dr BEGG explained that he had been referring only to the financing of the 

production of reports• If a conference was held late in the year, it was often 

inçossible to produce the report before the end of the financial year, and the 
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work therefore had to be financed from the budget for the following year. That 

was the reason for the continuing provision to which he had referred^ In practice 

mimeographed reports had been produced within a few weeks of the end of a conference 

but the time. interval depended on the amount of editorial and other work to be dona 

on the report. 

» 

In reply to a question from Dr АШАЕ he said that no provision was made for 

the local expenses of the symposium» since in Europe such expenses were normally 

borne Ъу the host government
ф 

Dr AL-WAHBI wondered whether in budgeting for conferences the Director-Gene ral 

could not make a slightly larger provision for the reproduction of reports. It 

might make it possible to produce them earlier. 

The CHAIRMAN said that, if ho rightly understood Dr Beggîs explanation, the 

obstacles, if any, to rapid production of reports were not financial• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that he would certainly keep Dr Al-Wahbi's comments 

in mind. The matter would require some consideration, as arrangements could not 

be the same for all c a s e s f o r exairçle, not all regional budgets included the global 

provisions referred to by Dr Begg, Many reports of conferences
;
 of course；. were 

reproduoed and distributed by Headquarters* However
}
 a problem did exist； though 

not a very serious one, and he would certainly look into it
0 

Dr VMGAS^№NDEZ asked whether the total provision of 1Д5 000 for tho 

symposium took account' of the possible participation of Members at present inactive
; 

and if not how the necessary funds would be obtained» 
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Dr BEGG recalled that in the Committee^s review of the proposed programme for 

the European Region he had indicated that the supplementary item of $250 000 vas 

built up of thrae eLements. The second of the three elements vas to provide for 

the participation of inactive Members in projects already planned^ and the symposium 

was a case of that type. 

The CHAIRMAN invited Mr Eenlund to introduce the fourth project submitted for 

the Committee's consideration. 

Mr EENLUND said that the Third Asian Malaria Conference fell under the heading 

“]Region Undesignated", because more than one region vould be taking part. Its 

estimated duration was about tvo weeks， as vas shown on the costing form. As in 

the case of the European symposium, and for the same reason, no detailed estimates 

were shovn for individual posts • The cost items shovn covered the travel of 

temporary staff，consultants
 1

 fees and travel^ an amount of supplies and equipment 

estimated from experience of conferences of the same type， and the attendance of 

25 participants from South-East Asia and the Western Pacific. 

He added that every year Headquarters sent to all the regional offices detailed 

instructions on how to fill out the project costing forms. The previous year the 

Standing Committee had examined the instructions sent to the regions in connexion 

with the programme and budget estimates for 1956， and they had been reproduced in 

Appendix 8 to its Report (Official Records No. 6l). 

In reply So a question by the СНАГЕМШ, the DIRECTOR -GENEEAL said that the 

sum of $2200 for supplies and equipment did not include provision for publishing 
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the report of the Third Asian Malaria Conference. The Commitèee would have rioted 

that the report of the Second Asian Alaria -Conference had not yet Ъееп published； 

its consideration vas included in the agenda of 'the forthcoming session of the 
- . • • . » . 

Executive Board (item 2.9) • It vas intended that the reports of conferences should 

be included in the Organization's normal programme of publications^ according to 

the type of material that vas produced• As a general rule, reports vould of course 

be mimeographed and distributed to all Members concerned as soon as possible after 

the conference。 

Dr АШАВ̂  • returning to the point made earlier by Dr Al-Wahbi
;
 remarked that it 

was very important that the report of the Malaria Conferences should Ъе distributed 

as quickly as possible^ since the situation vith regard to malaria changed so 

rapidly, The Second Asian telaria Conference had Ъееп held in but it seemed 

that the publication of 'its report vas only nov about to come up for consideration. 

In reply to a question Ъу the СНАШММ̂  the DIRECTOR-GENERAL said tnat it vas 

not necessary for all reports intended, for publication to Ъе re vie ved by the Board 

The report in quest-ion^ hoyever^ that of the Second. Asian Malaria Conference, 

contained many re Gопзшеndat íoiis vhích he had 

Board. The report had already in 195^ "been 

governments of tha regions cpncomed. 

regard to distribution in mimeographed foro 

vas already done in many cases and he v/ould
; 

felt needed to be considered Ъу the 

sent in mimeographed form to the 

of selecticn always arose. With 

bowjver^ vhat Dr Al-Wáhbi had requested 

as he had promised, look further into 

With regard to publication the problem 

the matir^T, including the cost • 
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Dr AL-WAHBI thought that Dr Anwar had made a very important point. In the 

question of malaria eradication that was preoccupying many countries the time factor 

was of the utmost importance
;
 and he vould therefore repeat his request to the 

Director-General that the results of all the many conferences on the subject 

already held or planned should Ъе distributed in the cheapest^ but also the 

quickest way. 

The CHAIRMAN observed that it would still be necessary for the Director-General 

to study the question^ for the recommendations included in a report might be 

contrary to those endorsed by the Health Assembly
;
 vhile the solution of 

dissociating WHO from the recommendations vould not be satisfactory. 

He considered that the discussion had been extremely fruitful. It had begun 

as an examination of the Organization
J

s costing procedures
;
 but had led to a very-

useful discussion of the whole range of WHO'S project operations » 

2 • PROCEDURE FOE THE (CONSIDERATION OF THE 1957 PROGRAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES 
AT THE NINTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY: Item 10 of the Agenda (Document EB17/i) 

Mr SIEGEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and 

Finance, noted that document EB17/3 contained tvo draft resolutions vhich it was 

suggested that the Executive Board should recommend to the Health Assembly* The 

effect of the first vas that the Health Assembly should continue to conduct its 

business through tvo main committees. The second dealt vith the terms of reference 

of those committees^ with particular emphasis on the manner of dealing with the 

Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates。 
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It would Ъе remembered that, as a result of resolution WHA7.38 of the Health 

Assembly
;
 the Executive Board at its fifteenth session had made oertain^recoxnmendations 

to the Eighth World Health Assembly^ among them that it should instruct its Committee 

on Programme and Budget to set up a working party to consider the Proposed Programme 

and Budget Estimates, The Eighth World Health Assembly had decided that a working 

party vas unnecessary^ and had adopted only those recoimnendatíons of the Board which 

concerned the terms of reference of the main committees. The terms of reference 

which it was suggested that the Board should recommend to the Ninth World Health 

Assembly vere the same as those approved by the Eighth World Health Assembly. 

The CHAIRMA.N said that, as the D ire or-Oenera 1 did not suggest that a 

working party should again Ъе recommended
;
 he presumably did not expect that the 

supplementary budget and the possible return of the inactive Members vould con-

stitute any special problem• 

Mr SIEGEL replied that it vas thought that the terms of reference of the main 

committees at the Eighth World Health Assembly voljtld Ъе adequate fo« any situation 

likely to arise at the Ninth• 

Mr CALDERWOOD noted that the Commitêee had referred a number of points to the 

Board； and wondered whether it should make any recommendation until those points 

had been discussed. One of those points was the budget ceiling, If the Board took 

a decision that necessitated a re-examination of the whole�programme
;
 for which the 

Board might not have time itself, it might perhaps be useful for the Health Assembly 

to set up a working party. There vas also the question of the provision of services 
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for the inactive Members out of the sum set aside for that purpose by the Director-

General
 e
 That，too^ might well need to Ъе considered by a working party. 

Of сoursê  it vas for the Health Assembly alone to decide vhether it wished to 

set up a working party, but after considering the two items he had mentioned^ the 

Executive Board might well find itself in a position where it vould wish to make 

a recommendation to that effect• 

Dr AL-WAHBI thought that the question was one for the Health Assembly alone 

to decide. A suggestion that a vorking party should Ъе set up had been made to 

the Assembly the previous year and rejected, and the Committee had been informed 

by the representative of the Director-Go©ral that the terms of reference adopted 

Ъу the last Health Assembly were considered adequate for any situation vhich might 

arise at the next. 

He did not consider that there was any evidence that the Health Assembly 

was not satisfied vith the vork of the Standing Committee
;
 or that the inclusion 

of the Standing Committee's report in that of the Executive Board did not provide 

the Health Assembly vith all the guidance it needed on the Proposed Programme and 

Budget Estimates. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL recalled that in setting up the Standing Committee^ the 

Seventh World Health Assembly had made it clear that its reason for doing so vas 

that in its view the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates had not in the past 

been examined carefully enough in the Eegional Committees or the Executive Board• 
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Tne possibilities mentioned Ъу Mr Calderwood -would not represent any nev 

situation. The Conimittee on Programme and Budget of the Health Assembly had reduced 

the proposed budget celling in the past. What had been nev had been the suggestion 

that the Committee on Programme and Budget should set up a vorking party
;
 and that 

had been rejected at the Eighth World Health Assembly. 

If the Committee felt that it had not adequately perfoiiüied the task for vhich 

it had been created^ there \ms still time. He and the Secretariat vere at its 

disposal for any further examinations it thought necessary. But for the present 

Conimittee to suggest to the Assembly that it might need a working party vas, he 

was sure^ questioning the thoroughness of the Committee
 T

s ovn reviev. 

The meeting rose at 18.5 P.m. 


